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Hippocampal amnesia is defined by deficits in the binding of relations among items-a deficit captured by the transverse patterning (TP)
task. Unitization is a processing mechanism that may allow amnesic patients to compensate for relational memory deficits. Amnesic
patient D.A. demonstrated intact TP, and performance was maintained 1 month following training. Successful acquisition of relations
occurred only when D.A. fused or integrated objects into a unified representation. D.A. did not acquire relations when he did not generate
such integrated scenarios, and acquisition of relations was slowed when integration had to occur for novel stimuli. Amnesic
patients K.C. and R.F.R. were tested to provide comparative data; K.C. and R.F.R. did not benefit from unitization, perhaps due to additional
cortical damage. We propose that unitization requires visual imagery of multiple items that are fused/integrated; through the benefit of extended
on-line maintenance, this fused representation is anchored to existing representations in semantic memory.

Introduction
Hippocampal amnesia is punctuated by deficits in acquiring and
maintaining lasting representations regarding relations among
distinct items (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and
Cohen, 2001; Moses and Ryan, 2006) (i.e., relational binding).
The transverse patterning (TP) task has often been used to exam-
ine the integrity of relational binding and hippocampal function.
TP is akin to the game of “rock-paper-scissors,” in which the
reward value of each stimulus must be evaluated with respect to
another (A wins over B, B wins over C, C wins over A). Learning
the reward history of the individual items is insufficient as each
item is rewarded and unrewarded equally; as such, TP requires
that the relations among items be learned (Sutherland and Rudy,
1989; Driscoll et al., 2005). Although numerous studies reveal
that hippocampal lesions impair TP performance (Alvarado and
Rudy, 1995; Rickard and Grafman, 1998; Reed and Squire, 1999;
Driscoll et al., 2003, 2005; Rickard et al., 2006; Moses et al., 2008),
several recent studies have demonstrated intact or facilitated TP
performance in nonhuman animals with hippocampal (Saksida

et al., 2007) or fornix lesions (Bussey et al., 1998; Brasted et al.,
2003) and in humans on other tasks that presumably required
relational memory (Goshen-Gottstein et al., 2000; Corkin, 2002;
Verfaelllie et al., 2012). Here we report three well studied amnesic
cases (patients D.A., K.C., and R.F.R.), all of whom have extensive
medial temporal lobe (MTL) damage, including the hippocam-
pus and perirhinal cortex (PRC) bilaterally, have impairments on
standard episodic memory tests and limited semantic learning.
However, one of these patients, D.A., achieves high perfor-
mance on TP. The critical question is: what is mediating suc-
cessful TP in the absence of a functioning hippocampus?

When hippocampal function is impaired, performance may
be supported by inflexible stimulus “blends,” in which multiple
items are fused into a unified representation (Eichenbaum et al.,
1994; Cohen et al., 1997; Moses and Ryan, 2006). Unitization
allows disparate pieces of information to be combined into a
single, higher-order, functional unit and maintained in memory
(Tulving and Patterson, 1968; Winograd and Rivers-Bulkeley,
1977; Graf and Schacter, 1989). Under unitization encoding in-
structions, amnesics have shown increased recognition accuracy
for previously studied pairs of items, albeit less than that of con-
trols (Quamme et al., 2007).

This study provides evidence of intact TP performance by
amnesic patient D.A. and reveals the spontaneous use of a
unitization strategy to compensate for impaired relational
binding. We assessed whether D.A. could use experimenter-
provided unitization strategies to support performance in
novel TP conditions and the extent to which performance was
affected by delay. Data from K.C. and R.F.R. are presented for
comparison with D.A. and to determine whether their TP per-
formance could benefit from unitization strategies. By consid-
ering performance in conjunction with individual differences
in neuroanatomical and neuropsychological profiles, this
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work sheds light on the critical factors that determine whether
individual amnesic cases may benefit from unitization.

Materials and Methods
Amnesic patients and control participants
Additional details regarding the cognitive and neurological profiles of the
amnesic patients are provided in Tables 1, and 2 and 3, respectively, as
well as in Rosenbaum et al. (2004 patient D.A., 2005, patient K.C.) and
Barense et al. (2007; patient R.F.R. is described as MTL case 2). Table 2
indicates substantial bilateral volume loss in the MTL, affecting the hip-

pocampus and adjacent cortices in D.A. and K.C. Due to claustrophobia,
it was not possible to obtain a research-quality scan for R.F.R. that was
suitable for volumetric analyses. However, qualitative visual ratings of a
clinical MRI scan that had been validated successfully against volumetric
measures also indicated significant bilateral damage to the hippocampus
and adjacent cortices (Table 3).

D.A. was 56 years old at the time of initial testing. He is a right-handed
man with 17 years of education. He contracted herpes simplex encepha-
litis in 1993, which resulted in bilateral MTL damage. As outlined in
Rosenbaum et al. (2008), D.A.’s lesions encompass nearly his entire right
MTL, including the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus along its
entire extent (perirhinal, entorhinal, and parahippocampal cortices) as
well as the right anterior temporal lobe. He has less than one-third re-
maining of his left hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, and has nearly
complete loss of his left perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices. In
D.A., disproportionate volume loss within the right hemisphere was
found to extend to the following structures outside of the MTL: ventral
frontal cortex; anterior cingulate cortex (ACC); anterior and posterior
temporal cortex; and occipital cortex. Small lesions were also observed in
the right posterior thalamus and the left middle temporal gyrus. In con-
trast, dorsal frontal, posterior cingulate, and inferior and superior pari-
etal cortices were found to be spared bilaterally.

D.A.’s cognitive function is generally intact other than extensive an-
terograde amnesia and a temporally graded retrograde amnesia extend-
ing �30 years for autobiographical events (Rosenbaum et al., 2008). In
particular, D.A. shows preserved access to, and use of, information stored
within semantic memory, as well as some new learning of semantic in-
formation (Westmacott and Moscovitch, 2002). Additionally, D.A. ex-
hibits high average working memory (Rosenbaum et al., 2008), and his
visual imagery for objects and spatial location is within the normal range
and allows him to recombine known images into novel ones (unpub-
lished data) (for task descriptions and a report of similar performance in
K.C., see Rosenbaum et al. (2004)).

K.C. was 56 years of age at the initial time of testing. K.C. is a right-
handed man with 16 years of education who suffered a closed head in-
jury, resulting in multifocal and diffuse brain damage that included
almost complete bilateral hippocampal damage and less extensive,
though still significant, atrophy of his parahippocampal gyrus bilaterally,
with the greatest loss in entorhinal cortex (for further details, see Rosen-
baum et al., 2005). In K.C., there is damage to other memory-related
structures including the following: bilateral septum; caudate and anterior
and posterior thalamus; and left mammillary bodies and amygdala.
Damage to other extra-MTL regions is largely within the left hemisphere,
and includes occipitotemporal structures, from cuneus and through lin-
gual and parahippocampal gyri, and dorsolateral frontal cortex, whereas
bilateral ventral frontal, anterior, and posterior cingulate, and lateral
temporal cortices are largely intact.

K.C.’s cognitive functioning has been reported as generally intact, save
for an extensive anterograde and retrograde amnesia (notably extremely
impaired episodic memory, whether tested with recall or recognition)
and impairments in future-oriented thinking and imagining (Tulving,
1985; Rosenbaum et al., 2005, 2009). Similar to D.A., K.C. shows spared
access and use of information maintained within semantic memory, and
some, albeit limited, ability to acquire new semantic information (Tulv-
ing et al., 1991; Hayman et al., 1993; Westmacott and Moscovitch, 2001).
His visual imagery is within the normal range (Rosenbaum et al., 2004),
and his working memory capacity is within normal limits, in the low
average to average range.

R.F.R. was 76 years of age at the initial time of testing. R.F.R. is a
right-handed man with 12 years of formal education. R.F.R. had sus-
tained bilateral MTL damage following viral encephalitis in 1985 (for
description of full etiology, see Warrington and McCarthy, 1988). A
detailed analysis of his lesion has been reported previously (Barense et al.,
2007; case MTL 2). To summarize, R.F.R. has extensive MTL damage,
including bilateral damage to the hippocampus; amygdala; and entorhi-
nal, perirhinal, parahippocampal, and temporopolar cortices (Tables 2,
3). Like K.C., lateral temporal lobe structures are intact, and structures
outside the temporal lobe are additionally intact. R.F.R. has extremely
impaired episodic memory (both recall and recognition) and mildly im-

Table 1. Neuropsychological profiles of the amnesic cases

D.A. K.C. R.F.R.

Intellectual function
WASI (standard score) FSIQ 117a 99 128
VIQ 121a 99 —
PIQ 106a 99 —
AM-NART (standard score) 117 102 —

Language
WAIS-R vocabulary (scaled score) 12 9 —
BNT (/60) 56 57 55/64b

Semantic fluencyc (scaled score) 12 10 —
Anterograde memory

WMS-R general memory (standard score) 74 61 —
Verbal memory (standard score) 74 67 —
Visual memory (standard score) 81 69 —
LP I (percentile) 15th 5th 21st – 32nd ‡

LP II (percentile) �1st �1st �1std

VR I (percentile) 19th 13th —
VR II (percentile) �1st �1st —
WRMT (/50) words 21 26 31
WRMT (/50) faces 25 25 32
CVLT acquisition (t-score) 9 12 —
Short delay free (z-score) �4 �4 —
Long delay free (z-score) �4 �4 —
Recognition discrimination (z-score) �4 �3 —
ROCF (/36) copy 35 36 36
Immediate recall — 4 —
Delayed recall 0 0 0

Retrograde memory
AMI Autobiographical (/9) childhood 7 2 —
Early adult life 6 3 —
Recent life 3 1 —
AMI personal semantics (/21) childhood 17.5 16 —
Early adult life 21 13.5 —
Recent life 16 8 —

Visual perception
Judgment of line orientation (/30) 26 23 23
Benton visual discrimination test (percentile) — �95th —
Benton facial recognition test (percentile) — 2-16th 88-97th

Executive function
FAS phonemic fluencye (scaled score) 8 6 —
Trail making test, part A (s) — 138 150
Trail making test, part B (s) — 291 178
WAIS-R digits (scaled score) 13 12 9
WCST Categories (/6) 6 6 6
Perseverative responses (z-score) �0.5 �0.9 1.0

WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; AM-NART, American National Adult Reading Test; BNT, Boston
Naming Test; WMS-R, Wechsler Memory Scale–Revised; LP, Logical Passages; VR, Visual Reproduction; WRMT,
Warrington Recognition Memory Test; CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test; ROCF, Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure;
AMI, Autobiographical Memory Interview; Venton Visual Discrimination Test; Benton Facial Recognition Test; FAS
phonemic fluency; Trail Making Test; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; WAIS-R, Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale–revised; WAIS-III, Wechsler Memory Scale–III.
aNumber represents standard score on the WAIS-R.
bTotal score is 64, based on test described in Adlam et al. (2010).
cScore is based on the number of animal names produced in 1 min.
dNumber represents percentile on the WAIS-III.
eScore is based on the total number of words produced for the letters F, A, and S when given 1 min for each.
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paired semantic memory (Barense et al., 2012). His performance on
standard neuropsychological tests of visual perception (e.g., Visual Ob-
ject and Space Perception, Benton Faces) is normal, although his percep-
tion of objects with many overlapping features is not (Barense et al., 2005,
2007, 2012). Like D.A. and K.C., he is able to acquire some new semantic
information (Dewar et al., 2009), and his digit span and performance on
tests of executive function and abstract problem solving are within the
normal range.

Healthy adults with no known pathology were recruited from the Rotman
Research Institute volunteer pool and participated in exchange for monetary
compensation. All participants (patients and controls) gave informed writ-
ten consent. Research ethics guidelines for the testing of D.A., K.C., and the
control participants were obtained through the Rotman Research Institute at
Baycrest, which complies with the guidelines set by the Toronto Academic
Health Science Council. Research ethics guidelines for the testing of R.F.R.
were approved by the Cambridgeshire Local Research Ethics Committee and
the Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee.

Apparatus and stimuli
Two stimuli were presented using E-prime 1.1 on each trial, and were
counterbalanced for presentations on the right and left sides of the screen
across trials. Participants responded using keys “p” and “q” on a standard
keyboard. A 19 inch monitor was used and was set at 1024 � 768 pixel
resolution and 24-bit high color. Three stimuli (A–C) were used in each
of the six experimental conditions: Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS), Playing
Cards, Geometric Shapes, Abstract Objects, Geometric Shapes-Unitized,
and Abstract Objects-Unitized. The conditions varied in the extent to
which the objects and the relations among them were known before the
experimental session (Fig. 1a). RPS and Playing Cards conditions each
contained known objects for which the relations were also known before
the experimental session. The RPS stimuli show depictions of the hand
game in which rock crushes scissors, scissors cut paper, paper covers
rock. For the Playing Cards condition, the Ace may act as either “high” or
“low”: Ace beats King, King beats 2, 2 beats the Ace. The stimuli for the
Geometric Shapes and Geometric Shapes-Unitized conditions used
known objects for which the relations were unknown before the experi-
ment, whereas the stimuli for the Abstract Objects and Abstract Objects-
Unitized conditions were novel, and the relations among them were
previously unknown. These varying stimulus conditions ensured that
any observed deficit was not due to a global deficit in the processing (RPS,
Cards), rather than the learning, of relations (Shapes, Abstract Objects),
and further allowed for specification of any observed deficits to learning
of relations only (Geometric Shapes) versus the learning of objects as well
as their respective relations (Abstract Objects).

Procedures
An overview of the experimental sessions and the rationale for proce-
dural differences between sessions are provided in Table 4.

Sessions 1–3. Sessions 1–3 used our previously established procedures
of standard training plus immediate test (Moses et al., 2008) to contrast

D.A.’s and K.C.’s TP performance with those of control participants.
Stimuli were grouped into three completely overlapping pairs (A�B�,
B�C�, and C�A�) within each condition (RPS, Playing Cards, Geo-
metric Shapes, and Abstract Objects). Training procedures were analo-
gous to those used in our prior work (Moses et al., 2006, 2008).
Participants were not informed of any relationships among the stimuli,
and were required to learn by trial and error. Instructions stated that the
participant would be presented with two objects and their task was to
pick one; the computer would provide feedback as to whether they were
performing the task correctly. A correct response was rewarded with a
happy-face cartoon and the caption “Good Job!,” and incorrect re-
sponses were followed by an angry-face cartoon and the caption
“Wrong!” (Fig. 1b).

Training involved five stages. In stage 1, participants were presented
with 10 trials of one pair (10*AB) followed by 10 trials of the next pair
(10*BC), and, finally, 10 trials of the final pair (10*CA). Stage 2 consisted
of five presentations of each of the problem pairs (A�B�, B�C�, and
C�A�) in consecutive order. Stage 3 was divided into three blocks, and
each block was composed of three presentation of each of the pairs in
consecutive order. Stage 4 consisted of each problem presented once
in consecutive order for nine trials. Stage 5 was composed of two blocks
in which each problem was presented 18 times in pseudorandom order,
for a total of 108 trials. If participants did not obtain an accuracy of 50%
correct on any of the training blocks, the block was repeated. Following
training, participants immediately underwent a test block composed of
12 trials (4 of each pair).

Sessions 4 –7. As noted in the Results, D.A., but not K.C., showed intact
TP in Sessions 1–3 on conditions for which the relations among the
objects had to be learned within the experimental session. To determine
whether D.A.’s successful performance was solely due to extended on-
line maintenance of the relations, in Sessions 4 –7 D.A. was given the
same TP procedures as in Sessions 1–3 with an additional test block of 12
trials (4 of each pair) that was given at least 1 h following the immediate
test block. Comparative data were also obtained from control partici-
pants, and R.F.R. using the training, immediate test, and 1-h-delay test
procedures.

Sessions 8 –10. D.A.’s pattern of performance in Sessions 1–7 and
his verbal reports suggested that he used unitization strategies to
support TP performance. Sessions 8 –10 explored whether explicit
training with unitization would lead to successful performance in
D.A., K.C., and R.F.R. Training and test procedures for Sessions 8 –10
unfolded in a similar manner as Sessions 1–7, with the following
exceptions. The amnesic patients were presented with the conditions
in the following order in each session: Rock-Paper-Scissors, Geomet-
ric Shapes, Abstract Objects, Geometric Shapes-Unitized, and Ab-
stract Objects-Unitized. New sets of stimuli were used for the
Geometric Shapes-Unitized and Abstract Objects-Unitized condi-
tions (Fig.a). The unitization conditions were presented at the end of
the experimental session so as to not unduly bias response strategies

Table 2. Z-scores for medial temporal lobe volumes for D.A. and K.C.

Left perirhinal Left entorhinal Left PHG Right perirhinal Right entorhinal Right PHG Left hippocampus Right hippocampus

D.A. �9.75 �6.65 �4 �7.12 �6.02 �3.13 �4.14 �5.19
K.C. �19.1 �4.8 �7.8 �9.8

Detailed examination of MTL structures in D.A. and K.C. was accomplished using manual tracing on the normalized and coregistered T1-weighted images according to Insausti et al. (1998) for the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and
perirhinal cortex and according to Callen et al. (2001) for the parahippocampal cortex (a combined estimate of parahippocampal gyrus volume is provided for KC). Z-scores were calculated using mean volumes corrected for head size for four
controls demographically matched to D.A. and five controls matched to K.C. (for further details, see Rosenbaum et al., 2005, 2008).

Table 3. Structural MRI scan ratings (with SDs) for R.F.R. and a group of age-matched controls for various brain regions averaged across both hemispheres

Temporo-polar cortex Amygdala PHG MBCS Perirhinal (LBCS) MBOS Anterior hippocampus Lateral temporal cortex Posterior hippocampus

R.F.R. 2* 3* 2.5* 2.75* 2.5* 2* 3* 1 2.75*
Control mean

(n � 12)
0.313 (0.284) 0.375 (0.483) 0.188 (0.188) 0.521 (0.291) 0.271 (0.310) 0.333 (0.289) 0.458 (0.382) 0.458 (0.411) 0.271 (0.361)

Structural MRI scan ratings (with SDs) for RFR and a group of age-matched controls for various brain regions (ordered from anterior to posterior location in the brain), averaged across both hemispheres. 0, No visible damage; 3 (4 for anterior
hippocampus), complete absence of area; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus (corresponding to entorhinal cortex); MBCS, medial bank of collateral sulcus (corresponding to the transition between entorhinal and perirhinal cortex); LBCS, lateral
bank of collateral sulcus (corresponding to perirhinal cortex); MBOS, medial bank of occipitotemporal sulcus (corresponding to the transition between perirhinal and isocortex.

*Significant difference compared with control mean. For further details, see Barense et al. (2007).
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for other conditions. Before each unitization condition, the patients
were presented with flash animations that depicted an interaction
between the two objects. The amnesic patients were asked to indicate
which object was the “winner” versus “loser” for each of three anima-
tions within each condition. The amnesic patients were informed that
a final, still, image would remain in the center of each display to serve
as a cue for correct response selection during training. During the test
stage, this center cue image was removed, and the test display and
procedures occurred in the same manner as in the nonunitized con-
ditions: the two stimuli were presented on either side of the screen,
and response selections occurred with no feedback. Thus, the only

difference between the unitized and nonunitized conditions was the
manner of training; the test procedures were identical. The training
stages, along with the number of trials, remained the same as in
Sessions 1–7 for all conditions. Immediate and 1-h-delay tests were
given.

Session 11. Session 11 was conducted to determine the extent to which
D.A.’s continually high TP performance would be retained following a
delay of 1 week. Session 11 proceeded in a similar manner as Sessions
8 –10; however, pretests were administered before any training on any of
the conditions to examine retention of the previously learned TP rela-
tions. The pretests were identical in procedures to the final test stage as

Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS):

Playing Cards:

Geometric Shapes:

Geometric Shapes Uni�zed:

Abstract Objects:

Abstract Objects Uni�zed:

Unknown objects, Unknown rela�ons:Known objects, Unknown rela�ons:Known objects, Known rela�ons:

A         (U)         B …10x….B          (U)        C C        (U)        A

2. Uni�zed Training: 
Pairs presented with uni�za�on reminder cue in blocks of 10 (stage 1), 5, (stage 2), 3 (stage 2), 1 (stage 4), and pseudorandomly (stage 5)

Feedback Screen:

OR

Good Job!Wrong! ...

Feedback Screen:

OR

Good Job!Wrong! ...

Feedback Screen:

OR

Good Job!Wrong! ...

C                      AB                      CA                      B

2. Standard Training: 
Pairs presented in blocks of 10 (stage 1), 5, (stage 2), 3 (stage 2), 1 (stage 4), and pseudorandomly (stage 5)

Feedback Screen:

OR

Good Job!Wrong! ...

Feedback Screen:

OR

Good Job!Wrong! ...
Feedback Screen:

OR

Good Job!Wrong! ...

B                      C C                      A A                      B ...

3. Test: Procedure iden�cal for Standard and Uni�zed, and for Pre-test, Immediate Test, and 1-hour Delay Test
Pairs presented with no cue and no feedback in pseudorandom order 4 �mes each (12 trials in total)

1. For Uni�zed condi�ons only: Movie clips to encourage uni�za�on (select s�ll images displayed here)

b Experimental procedure

a S�muli

Figure 1. Stimuli and training procedures. a, Stimuli used for the Rock-Paper-Scissors, Playing Cards, Geometric Shapes, Abstract Objects, Geometric Shapes-Unitized, and Abstract Objects-
Unitized conditions. Conditions that use objects and relations that were known before the experimental sessions, and before neurological insult for the amnesic patients, include RPS and Playing
Cards. The Geometric Shapes and the Geometric Shapes-Unitized conditions used objects that were pre-experimentally known, but the relations among them were unknown. The Abstract Objects
and the Abstract Objects-Unitized conditions used objects and relations that were pre-experimentally unknown. Therefore, the varieties of stimuli used allowed for any variations in TP performance
to be examined when the objects and/or the relations were unknown before the experimental session. b, Training procedures. b, 1, Example stills from the flash animations that were shown before
the training for the unitized conditions. Flash animations depicted one object physically interacting with the other object through the relations of squish, cover, or pierce. b, 2, Training procedures.
Standard training presented two stimuli, one on each side of the screen, and participants were required to select the correct item that “wins. ” Responses are self-paced and feedback is provided.
Unitized training proceeded in the same manner as standard training, except that a still image from the animation was included in the center of the stimulus display (“(U)”) to serve as “hint” for which
stimulus was correct. Note that the stimuli are also shown by their corresponding letter (A–C, U) for ease of illustration; however, such letters were not presented to the participants. b, 3, Test
procedures. All test blocks, regardless of whether training was standard or unitized, and regardless of whether the test was a pretest, immediate test, or 1-h-delay test, followed the same procedures
and showed the same stimulus arrangement to the participants.
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given in all of the previous sessions (i.e., 12 trials without feedback, 4
trials for each pair of stimuli). Pretests were given in the following order:
Geometric Shapes, Abstract Objects, Geometric Shapes-Unitized, and
Abstract Objects-Unitized. Note here that “Unitized” for the Geometric
Shapes-Unitized and the Abstract Objects-Unitized conditions refers to
the training procedures and stimuli that had been presented in Sessions
8 –10; unitization training procedures were not given before the pretest.
A pretest for RPS was not given so as to not provide D.A. with any hints
regarding the overall problem structure. Following the pretests, training,
immediate, and 1-h-delay tests proceeded for the RPS, Geometric
Shapes, Abstract Objects, Geometric Shapes-Unitized, and Abstract
Objects-Unitized conditions, as in Sessions 8 –10.

Sessions 12 and 13. Sessions 12 and 13 were conducted to examine the
extent to which D.A. would exhibit successful TP performance on pre-
tests that were given following a delay of 1 month. Training, immediate,
and 1-h-delay tests were then given as in Sessions 8 –11 with the following
exception: to further examine the robustness of prior learning, unitiza-
tion training procedures were not provided in Sessions 12 and 13,
although the stimuli and response conditions for Geometric Shapes-
Unitized and Abstract Objects-Unitized remained the same as in Sessions
8 –11. Therefore, the term Unitized for Geometric Shapes-Unitized and
Abstract Objects-Unitized in Sessions 12 and 13 refers to the manner of
prior training in Sessions 8 –11.

Statistical analysis
A 95% confidence interval (CI) was established around the mean accu-
racy for the control participants where applicable. Mean or single-
observation accuracies obtained for the amnesic patients were contrasted
against the 95% CI of the control participants; performance was consid-
ered to be intact if the observed accuracy of the amnesic patient fell
within the this control range, performance was considered to be impaired
if the observed accuracy fell outside this control range.

Results
A summary of the testing sessions, including the patients tested,
the conditions completed, and the resultant performance, is pre-
sented in Table 5.

Sessions 1–3: immediate testing of TP for previously known
and unknown relations
In Sessions 1–3, D.A. was presented with four conditions of TP,
which varied according to whether the three presented objects
and/or the relations among them had been known before neuro-

logical insult, as follows: (1) RPS (known objects, known rela-
tions); (2) Playing Cards (known objects, known relations); (3)
Geometric Shapes (known objects, unknown relations); and (4)
Abstract Objects (unknown objects, unknown relations) (Fig.
1a). The Shapes and Abstract Objects conditions required the
participants to learn, through feedback, the novel relations
among pre-experimentally known or unknown objects, respec-
tively. As in Moses et al. (2008), training was provided in five
stages, with each problem pair presented repeatedly, initially in
consecutive order (Stage 1) and eventually in pseudo-random
order (Stage 5). Training was immediately followed by a no-
feedback test block of 12 trials (4 of each pair; Fig. 1b). The
following results refer to performance on that no-feedback test
block.

As reported in Moses et al. (2008), K.C. completed all TP
conditions three times in separate sessions, and 13 control indi-
viduals who were age- and education-matched to D.A. and K.C.
(age range, 49 – 61 years; mean age, 55 years) participated once in
each condition. Data from K.C. and the controls (Moses et al.,
2008) are re-presented here for comparison with D.A. In Session
1, due to time constraints, D.A. was only able to complete the test
sessions for the RPS and Cards conditions, for which perfor-
mance was 100% and 83%, respectively. Accuracy on the Cards
condition fell outside of the 95% CI for controls. D.A. received all
four conditions in Sessions 2 and 3. In Session 2, D.A.’s accuracy
was within the 95% control CI only for RPS; however, by Session
3, D.A.’s accuracy was within the control range for all four con-
ditions (Fig. 2).

D.A. was asked to describe his understanding of the rela-
tions among the objects (i.e., which object wins in each prob-
lem) immediately following each of the test blocks. Across
sessions, he consistently remarked that he knew the relations
for RPS, as he had used this game with his childhood friends as
a means to select players for teams. He also expressed knowl-
edge of the relations for Playing Cards, as acquired from child-
hood card games. For Shapes, D.A. based his choices on what
object he believed “..could cover the other” (Session 2). For
Abstract Objects, D.A. created interactions among the objects,
such that the objects would become physically entwined, with

Table 4. Overview of the procedures for each experimental session

Session

Pretest Training Test

Rationale1 week 1 month Standard Unitized Immediate 1 h

1–3 � � Standard TP training and immediate test as in
Moses et al. (2008)

4 –7 � � � Inclusion of 1-h-delay test to determine whether
successful performance is due to online
maintenance of relations

8 –10 � � � � Inclusion of unitized training procedures to
determine whether D.A.’s spontaneous strategy
can support performance for other patients and
in other conditions

11 � � � � � Pretest added following a 1 week delay to examine
retention of relations

12–13 � � � � Extended (1 month) delay between prior testing
sessions and current pretest; unitized training
removed to examine robustness of prior learning

�, Procedure included in experimental session.
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Table 5. Summary of experimental sessions, including the conditions tested, the amnesic patients tested and their resultant performance

 noitidnoC tseT        

Session Figure Description 
Amnesic 
Patient RPS Cards 

Geometric 
Shapes 

Abstract 
Objects 

Geometric 
Shapes-
Unitized 

Abstract 
Objects-
Unitized 

1 2 Immediate Test DA √ √ - - - - 
     KC X √ X X - - 
      Controls √ √ √ √ - - 

2 2 Immediate Test DA √ X X √ - -
     KC √ √ X X - - 

3 2 Immediate Test DA √ √ √ √ - - 
     DA begins to show intact TP performance at immediate test for all conditions 

     KC √ √ X X - - 

4 3 
Immediate + 1 
hour Delay Test^ DA √, √ √, X X, √ X, X - - 

     RFR √, √ - X, X - - - 
      Controls √, √ √, √ √, √ √, X - - 

5 3 
Immediate + 1 
hour Delay Test DA √, √ √, √ √, √ √, X - - 

      DA shows intact TP for Shapes following a 1-hour delay 

6 3 
Immediate + 1 
hour Delay Test DA √, √ √, X √, √ √, X - - 

7 3 
Immediate + 1 
hour Delay Test DA √, √ √, √ √, √ √, X - - 

8 4 Unitization 
Training, 
Immediate + 1-
Hour Delay Test 

DA √, √ - √, √ √, X √, X X, X 

    
DA shows intact TP immediately, but not following a 1-hour delay, for the 
Shapes-Unitized condition 

     KC √, √ - X,X X, X X, X √, X 
      RFR - - X, X - X, X - 

9 4 Unitization 
Training, 
Immediate + 1-
Hour Delay Test 

DA √, √ - √, √ √, X √, X X, X 

 CK    √, √ - X,X √, X X, X X, X 

    
*Immediate Test 
only for RFR RFR - - - - X  - 

10 4 Unitization 
Training, 
Immediate + 1-
Hour Delay Test 

DA √, √ - √, √ √, X √, √ X, X 

    
DA shows intact TP following a 1-hour delay for the Shapes-Unitized condition 
  

     KC √, √ - X,X X, X X, X X, X 

    
*Immediate Test 
only for RFR RFR - - - - X - 

11 5 No Feedback 
Pre-Test (1-
Week Delay) 

DA - - √ X √ X 

    
DA demonstrates retention of relations for Shapes and Shapes-Unitized  
conditions following a 1-week delay 

    

Unitization 
Training, 
Immediate + 1-
Hour Delay Test DA √, √ - √, √ √, X √, √ √, X 

12 5 No Feedback 
Pre-Test (1-
Month Delay) DA - - √ X √ X 
Immediate + 1-
Hour Delay Test 

DA √, √ - √, √ √, X √, √ √, √ 
DA exhibits intact TP at immediate and 1-hour delays  for the Abstract-Unitized 
condition 

13 5 No Feedback 
Pre-Test (1-
Month Delay) 

DA - - √ X √ √ 

    
DA demonstrates retention of relations for Shapes, Shapes-Unitized and 
Abstract-Unitized following a 1-month delay 

    
Immediate + 1-
Hour Delay Test DA √, √ - √, √ √, X √, √ √, √ 

Performance for Immediate and 1-h-delay tests are shown in the same line. For example, 	X, X	 denotes impaired TP at immediate and at 1 h delay test, whereas 	�, X	 would denote intact performance at immediate test, and impaired
performance at the 1 h delay. �, Intact; X with gray shading, impaired; —, condition not tested. Highlights of results are noted within the table.
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one object ultimately emerging as the victor (e.g., Session 2:
“blob could cover star’s points and dull it”). However, this
physical unitization was not consistently applied across the
Abstract Objects pairings in Session 3 (e.g.,“dog braying at the
moon and stars”). K.C., who was reliably impaired on Shapes
and Abstract Objects, did not integrate objects and instead
selected “…the one that seems better”.

Sessions 4 –7: immediate versus 1 h delayed testing of TP
Unlike K.C., D.A.’s performance in Session 3 resembled that of
controls on all conditions. Sessions 4 –7 investigated whether
D.A.’s intact performance was a result of extended on-line main-
tenance of the presented relations (i.e., working memory) by pro-
viding an additional test block 1 h following the immediate test
block. Since K.C. never performed within the control CI for ei-
ther the Shapes or Abstract condition, K.C. was not tested in
Sessions 4 –7. Accuracy data for D.A. was compared with that of
10 age-matched (53 years; age range, 50 –57 years) and
education-matched (17 years; education range, 12.5–21 years)
controls who were tested in one session, and additional compar-
ative data were obtained from R.F.R., who was also tested in one
session. At immediate testing, D.A. largely showed retention of
both pre-experimentally acquired and novel relations across all
sessions (Fig. 3a). Following a 1 h delay, D.A.’s mean accuracy
remained within the 95% control CI for RPS, Playing Cards, and
Shapes. D.A.’s mean accuracy for Abstract Objects (Fig. 3b) was
far below the 67% elemental theoretical maximum, which repre-
sents successful performance on two of the three pairs, and can be

accomplished by learning reward value of
the single items rather than relations
among the items (Rickard et al., 2006).
Performance above the 67% threshold is
traditionally thought to signify that the re-
lations among the items have been
learned.

Examination of D.A.’s verbal re-
sponses for Shapes again revealed that
D.A. concocted object names and stories
in which the objects were made to physi-
cally interact with one another (e.g., “star
fills bucket”, “bucket covers rainbow”).
D.A. did not integrate the objects for Ab-
stract Objects in Sessions 4 –7 (e.g.,
“Snoopy beats the witch,” “The witch
beats the blotch,” “The blotch beats
Snoopy”; note that D.A.’s use of the word
“beats” was used to convey “wins over”
rather than “hits”), although he had de-
vised names for the objects, which were
consistently invoked. In the absence of
such integration in Sessions 4 –7, D.A.
(like K.C.) was impaired at maintaining
relations across a delay.

Due to time constraints, R.F.R. only
completed training and testing for RPS
and Shapes. R.F.R. performed well on RPS
at immediate test and after a 1 h delay;
however, accuracy was well below 67% on
Shapes at both immediate and 1 h delays
(Fig. 3a,b). Thus, R.F.R. showed normal
memory and use of relations that were
known before his neurological insult
(RPS), but was impaired on establishing

new relations, even among known objects (Shapes). Like K.C.,
R.F.R. did not spontaneously attempt to unitize or fuse the ob-
jects presented in the Shapes condition.

Sessions 8 –10: explicit training of a unitization strategy
Subsequent testing sessions with D.A., K.C., and R.F.R. were con-
ducted to explore whether explicit use of the unitization strategy
could improve TP performance, particularly for K.C. and R.F.R.,
who did not previously show any success on TP, or whether it is
critical for unitization strategies to be self-initiated, as could be
the case for D.A. Control subjects were not tested under unitiza-
tion procedures given that performance was already at ceiling
without such training. Patients were given the following five con-
ditions: (1) RPS; (2) Geometric Shapes; (3) Geometric Shapes-
Unitized; (4) Abstract Objects; and (5) Abstract Objects-
Unitized. RPS, Geometric Shapes, and Abstract Objects
conditions were conducted as in previous sessions, and two
new sets of stimuli were created for the Unitized conditions
(Fig. 1a). Before training on the Unitized sets, the patients
were presented with three flash animations in which each pair
of two objects was shown to interact through one of three
actions: one object squishing another, one object covering an-
other, or one object piercing another (Fig. 1b). The animation ended
with the two objects physically connected in a manner that de-
picted the winner versus the loser. In Unitized Session 1, the
patients were asked to describe the animations and to select
the winner versus loser. During training, the final still image
from the animation was placed in the center of the display to

Figure 2. TP performance for D.A. and K.C. (Sessions 1–3). Accuracy (percentage correct) on the no-feedback test conditions of
transverse patterning (Rock-Paper-Scissors, Playing Cards, Geometric Shapes, and Abstract Objects) for amnesic patients K.C. and
D.A. and control participants. The test condition was administered immediately following the training session, on which feedback
was provided. Data from K.C. and the controls are re-presented from Moses et al. (2008). The 95% confidence interval is shown for
the control mean. K.C. and D.A. were tested in each condition once in each of three separate sessions (Sessions 1–3). Control
subjects were tested in a single session. Due to time constraints, D.A. was only able to complete the test sessions for RPS and Cards
conditions in the first session. The dashed line denotes the 67% elemental maximum, indicative of an elemental strategy. The
number beside the patient’s initials corresponds to the testing session, as outlined in Table 5. D.A. and K.C. alike show predomi-
nantly intact TP for the conditions in which the objects and the relations among them were known before their neurological insults
(RPS, Cards). By Session 3, D.A. also shows intact TP performance at immediate test for conditions in which the relations were
unknown before his neurological insult (Geometric Shapes, Abstract Objects); whereas K.C. continued to show impaired
performance.
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serve as a guide for response selection (Fig. 1b). During the
final test block, no center image was provided. Test blocks
were administered immediately following training and after a
1 h delay.

D.A.: session 8
At immediate testing, D.A. performed at or near 100% accuracy
for the RPS, Shapes, Shapes-Unitized, and Abstract conditions
(Fig. 4a). Performance for the Abstract-Unitized condition was at
the 67% threshold. At the 1 h delay, 100% accuracy was main-
tained for RPS; accuracy for Shapes remained high (83%), but

accuracy for the Shapes-Unitized, Abstract, and Abstract-
Unitized conditions were well below 67% (Fig. 4b). Contrary to
expectations, performance for D.A. on the unitized conditions
was lower than that of the nonunitized conditions. However,
query of D.A.’s interpretation of the animations revealed that
D.A. had considered the experimentally defined winners to actu-
ally be the losers, and vice versa. This occurred because the ani-
mations were played on a continuous loop, and rather than
interpreting the interaction as one object being squished by an-
other, for instance, D.A. interpreted the interaction as one object
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Figure 3. Predominantly intact TP performance for D.A. at immediate and 1-h-delay test (Sessions 4 –7). a, b, Accuracy (percentage correct) on the no-feedback test conditions of transverse
patterning (Rock-Paper-Scissors, Playing Cards, Geometric Shapes, and Abstract Objects) immediately following training (a) and following a 1 h delay (b) for amnesic patient D.A., R.F.R., and control
participants. The 95% confidence interval is shown for the control mean. Procedures were the same as in Sessions 1–3, except for the inclusion in Sessions 4 –7 of an additional test block that was
provided at the 1 h delay. D.A. was tested in each condition once in each of the four separate sessions. R.F.R. was tested in Session 4 for the RPS and Shapes conditions only. Control participants were
tested in a single session. The dashed line denotes the 67% elemental maximum, indicative of an elemental strategy. The number beside the patient’s initials corresponds to the testing session, as
outlined in Table 5. R.F.R. showed intact TP when the objects and the relations among them were known before his neurological insult (RPS), but impaired TP for the Geometric Shapes condition,
which required learning of the relations among known objects. By contrast, D.A. showed intact TP for RPS and Cards (pre-experimentally known objects and relations), and showed intact
performance by Session 5 for the Shapes condition (pre-experimentally known objects, but unknown relations), both immediately and following a 1 h delay. D.A.’s performance for the Abstract
Objects (unknown objects, unknown relations) remained low following a 1 h delay.

Figure 4. TP with and without Unitization procedures at immediate and 1-h-delay test for D.A., K.C., and R.F.R. (Sessions 8 –10) Accuracy (percentage correct) on the no-feedback test conditions
of transverse patterning that either did (Shapes-Unitized, Abstract-Unitized) or did not (Rock-Paper-Scissors, Shapes, Abstract Objects) employ unitization training procedures. a, b, Test conditions
were presented immediately following training (a) and following a 1 h delay (b) for amnesic patients D.A., K.C., and R.F.R. D.A. and K.C. were tested in each condition once in each of three separate
sessions. R.F.R. completed the immediate and 1-h-delay test for the Shapes and Shapes Unitized conditions in Session 8, and the immediate test of the Shapes-Unitized condition for Sessions 9 and
10 only. During training (feedback provided) in the Unitized sessions, the final still image of the two objects interacting was placed in the center of the display to serve as a guide for response selection,
but during the test condition this center image was removed. The dashed line denotes the 67% elemental maximum, indicative of an elemental strategy. The number beside the patient’s initials
corresponds to the testing session, as outlined in Table 5. R.F.R. did not show improvements in TP under unitized training conditions at either immediate or 1-h-delay testing. D.A. showed intact TP
for the Shapes-Unitized condition at immediate testing in Sessions 8 –10, and at a 1 h delay by Session 10. D.A.’s performance on the Shapes condition (known objects, unknown relations) continued
to remain high immediately and following a 1 h delay across Sessions 8 –10, but performance on each of the Abstract Objects (unknown objects, unknown relations) conditions remained low at the
1 h delay, regardless of training procedures.
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throwing the other object into the air. Despite attempts to steer
D.A. onto the alternate interpretation, he consistently responded
with the inverse winner/loser mappings, perhaps due to abnor-
mal perceptual construction of the stimuli (Lee et al., 2012)
and/or merely due to the persistent use of an established self-
generated strategy. Since D.A.’s interpretations of the animations
were not consistent with the experimental response mappings,
task instructions were changed in subsequent sessions.

D.A.: sessions 9 and 10
In Sessions 9 and 10, the flash animations for the unitized condi-
tions were presented and verbally described by the experimenter
(J.D.R.), without using names for the objects (e.g., “One object is
moving over to cover the other object”). D.A.’s accuracy re-
mained at or near 100% for the RPS, Shapes, Shapes-Unitized,
and Abstract conditions at immediate testing; accuracy for the
Abstract-Unitized condition remained at or below 67% (Fig. 4a).
At the 1 h delay, accuracy was 100% for RPS and Shapes in Ses-
sions 2 and 3, and for Shapes-Unitized in Session 3. Accuracy
remained well below 67% for Abstract and Abstract-Unitized
(Fig. 4b). Thus, D.A. was able to learn a novel set of relations for
pre-experimentally known objects (Shapes), but was not able to
learn novel relations for relatively novel objects (Abstract Ob-
jects; Fig. 4a,b).

K.C. and R.F.R.: sessions 8 –10
For K.C., performance for RPS remained high at immediate and
delayed testing, but was at or below 67% for the remaining con-
ditions across each of the three sessions. Training accuracy was
substantially improved for K.C. through unitization, similar to
the training accuracy exhibited by D.A. (Table 6), but these gains
did not transfer to the test block when the unitized image was
removed from the display.

In Session 8, R.F.R. completed the training and immediate
no-feedback test and the 1-h-delay test for the Shapes and
Shapes-Unitized conditions. Accuracy was at or below 67% for
each condition at immediate testing and at the 1 h delay (Fig.
4a,b). In Sessions 9 and 10, only the training and immediate
no-feedback test for the Shapes-Unitized condition were given,
due to time constraints, and R.F.R.’s accuracy (42% and 50%)
remained below 67%. Similar to K.C., R.F.R.’s performance dur-
ing training on the unitized conditions was highly accurate (Ta-
ble 6), but this was not maintained in the test condition when the
fused image was removed from the display.

Sessions 11–13: testing of extended delays
Session 11 (1 week delay)
To determine whether D.A.’s successful performance could be
retained over an extended delay, Session 11 was conducted with

D.A. 1 week following Session 10, and began with a no-feedback
pretest for the Shapes, Abstract, Shapes-Unitized, and Abstract-
Unitized conditions before any training. The no-feedback test
condition for RPS was not used during the pretest phase so as not
to provide any additional clues to D.A. regarding task require-
ments. At pretest, D.A. performed above 67% for Shapes and
Shapes-Unitized, but below 67% for Abstract and Abstract-
Unitized (Fig. 5a). Thus, learning was retained only for the pre-
experimentally known shapes, but not the (relatively) novel
abstract objects. The pretest was then followed by the same pro-
cedures as in Sessions 8 –10 (i.e., training plus feedback, immedi-
ate test, 1-h-delay test). D.A. performed near the ceiling on the
immediate test for all conditions, but his performance fell well
below 67% for Abstract and Abstract-Unitized following a 1 h
delay (Fig. 5b,c).

Session 12 (1 month delay)
Session 12 was conducted 1 month following Session 11 to deter-
mine the stability of D.A.’s performance. Accuracy patterns for
the no-feedback pretest largely resembled those for Session 11
(Fig. 5a). Following the pretest, training was again conducted in
Session 12; however, no animations were shown and no fused
center stimuli were provided during training for the Shapes-
Unitized and the Abstract-Unitized conditions so that, procedur-
ally, the Unitized and the nonunitized conditions would be same;
the only difference would be D.A.’s training history for the con-
ditions. This allowed us to determine whether D.A.’s perfor-
mance would remain high for the Unitized conditions even when
the unitized movies and fused center stimuli were no longer pro-
vided. D.A.’s accuracy on the immediate test was at or near ceiling
for all conditions (Fig. 5b). Following the 1 h delay, 100% accu-
racy remained for RPS, Shapes, and Shapes-Unitized; accuracy
was at 0% for the Abstract condition, as observed in Unitized
Session 4 (Fig. 5c). However, D.A.’s accuracy at the 1 h delay for
Abstract-Unitized improved from 33% in Session 4 to 92% in
Session 12.

Session 13 (1 month delay)
Session 13 was conducted 1 month following Session 12. The
no-feedback pretest revealed accuracy that was well above 67%
for the Shapes, Shapes-Unitized, and Abstract-Unitized condi-
tions (Fig. 5a). Thus, the learning that was exhibited by D.A. for
Abstract-Unitized at the end of Session 12 was retained 1 month
later. Accuracy for the Abstract condition, for which unitization
strategies were never provided in any session, remained at floor.
Training with immediate no-feedback testing was again con-
ducted in Session 13; however, as in Session 12, neither the ani-
mations nor the central fused stimuli were provided for the
Shapes-Unitized and the Abstract-Unitized conditions. D.A. per-

Table 6. Training data (average accuracy and average number of trials to complete training) for DA, KC, and RFR on the RPS, Geometric Shapes, Abstract Objects,
Shapes-Unitized, and Abstract-Unitized conditions across sessions

Amnesic patient Sessions Measure

Condition

RPS Geometric Shapes Abstract Objects Shapes-Unitized Abstract-Unitized

D.A. 8 –13 Accuracy (SD) 0.99 (0) 0.96 (0.03) 0.97 (0.03) 0.96 (0.02) 0.93 (0.06)
No. of trials (SD) 207 (0) 207 (0) 207 (0) 207 (0) 208.5 (3.67)

K.C. 8 –10 Accuracy (SD) 0.99 (0.01) 0.55 (0.05) 0.53 (0.03) 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00)
No. of trials (SD) 207 (0) 282 (44.40) 232 (22.72) 207 (0) 207 (0)

R.F.R. 8, 8 –10 Accuracy (SD) 0.52 0.92 (0.09)
No. of trials (SD) 234.00 207 (0)

D.A. demonstrates near perfect performance during training across all conditions. K.C. demonstrates near perfect training performance for RPS (known objects with known relations). K.C.’s training accuracy is low for Geometric Shapes and
Abstract Objects; however, K.C.’s performance is at or near perfect throughout training across sessions when unitization procedures are implemented (Shapes-Unitized, Abstract-Unitized). Similar to K.C., R.F.R.’s training accuracy is
consistently higher when unitization procedures are used.
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formed perfectly on all conditions (Fig. 5b). Following the 1 h
delay, D.A. performed perfectly on all conditions except the non-
unitized Abstract condition, for which D.A. did not get a single
problem correct (Fig. 5c).

Inspection of D.A.’s verbal reports revealed that, for the Ab-
stract condition, D.A. did not attempt to unitize or otherwise
physically integrate the objects in any session, although he would
present a narrative in which one object wins over the other (e.g.,
“Snoopy beats the witch”). On occasion, D.A. would comment
that he would merely select one object to win (e.g., “I just placed
it that way”). By contrast, for the Abstract-Unitized condition,
D.A. would often report similar relations to what had been pre-
sented in the flash animations (Session 13, for the relation of
cover: “looks like you could hang your hat on it, like a hanger”;
for the relation of pierce: “…so sharp it would rupture the up/
down arrow and split it”; for the relation of squish: “might flip hat
over it, but keep pushing out and break rim of hat”). When D.A.
was asked how he had devised those stories, he proclaimed that he
had made them up himself. When asked explicitly, he denied
having seen any movies or pictures.

Discussion
Here, we report the unique amnesic case of D.A., who succeeds
on TP, which requires learning arbitrary relations among items
and has been previously shown to critically rely on hippocampal
function (Alvarado and Rudy, 1995; Rickard and Grafman,
1998). This work is the first to identify the spontaneous use of a
unitization strategy by an amnesic person to support intact per-
formance on a relational memory task, for which performance
would otherwise have been impaired. Importantly, such findings
highlight that tasks are rarely “process-pure.” Consideration
should be given to the multiple ways in which a task may be
solved, particularly when interpreting patterns of spared and im-
paired performance in neurological patients.

Studies of TP in nonhuman animals with fornix or hippocam-
pal lesions have produced mixed results, with some studies show-
ing intact performance (Bussey et al., 1998; Brasted et al., 2003;
Saksida et al., 2007) and others showing impaired performance
(Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1998; Alvarado and Bachvalier, 2005;
Driscoll et al., 2005). By contrast, to our knowledge, there are no

Figure 5. Lasting TP performance for D.A. under unitization procedures following extended delays of 1 week and 1 month (Sessions 11–13). Accuracy (percentage correct) on the no-feedback
test conditions of transverse patterning that either did (Shapes-Unitized, Abstract-Unitized) or did not (Rock-Paper-Scissors, Shapes, Abstract Objects) use unitization training procedures. a– c, Test
conditions were presented to amnesic patient D.A. before any training (a; pretest following either a 1 week or 1 month interval from previous session), immediately following training (b) and
following a 1 h delay (c). D.A. was tested in each condition once in each of three separate sessions. RPS was not given at pretest to not unduly influence performance on the other conditions through
analogical transfer of the response scheme. Note that although the central unitized image was not provided during training for the Shapes-Unitized and Abstract-Unitized conditions of Sessions 12
and 13, the term Unitized here refers the manner of training provided in previous sessions. The dashed line denotes the 67% elemental maximum, indicative of an elemental strategy. The number
beside the patient’s initials corresponds to the testing session, as outlined in Table 5. In Session 11, D.A. demonstrated retention of the relations among objects for the Shapes and Shapes-Unitized
conditions (known objects, unknown relations) following a 1 week delay. By Session 12, D.A. also exhibited intact TP and immediate and 1 h delays when Abstract objects were used (unknown
objects, unknown relations), but only when unitization training procedures had been used. These gains in performance were maintained following a 1 month delay (Session 13).
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reports of intact TP performance in humans with lesions to the
hippocampus and surrounding MTL structures, whether tested
following a delay or immediately. Our results indicate that intact
TP can be observed in human amnesia, and that this anomaly
is due to D.A.’s use of a self-generated unitization-encoding
strategy that allows distinct objects to be fused into a single
representation from which the necessary relations may be de-
rived. D.A. succeeds on conditions for which he generates a
scenario involving the physical integration of objects. When
such integration does not occur, performance remains at floor
following a delay after initial training. When specifically
prompted with the unitization strategy, D.A. could learn the
relations among even pre-experimentally novel, abstract ob-
jects for which no representation previously existed in mem-
ory. Surprisingly, D.A. could select the appropriate relations
among the stimuli during non-reinforced sessions that were
presented 1 h—and even 1 month—later, demonstrating last-
ing benefits for memory. By contrast, K.C. and R.F.R. did not
self-generate integration scenarios during standard training,
and unitization training did not provide any benefits to
performance.

Whereas K.C. and R.F.R. could process relations that were
acquired before the onset of their amnesic syndromes (RPS,
Cards), they were unable to learn novel relations. Under unitiza-
tion procedures, training accuracy improved considerably for
K.C. and R.F.R. High training accuracy, as seen in each of the
amnesic patients tested here, stands in stark contrast to low train-
ing accuracy on TP in other amnesic studies (Rickard and Graf-
man, 1998; Reed and Squire, 1999; Rickard et al., 2006). Although
training was similar to errorless learning conditions (Glisky et al.,
1986), K.C. and R.F.R. did not show consistent and lasting ben-
efits in subsequent test sessions when feedback and the central
unitization cue were removed, highlighting the inflexibility of the
information that had been learned.

Critically, although D.A. and K.C. had the same training
and testing in Sessions 1–3, D.A. showed successful TP for
Shapes (Session 3) and Abstract Objects (Sessions 2 and 3),
whereas K.C. did not. When unitization training procedures
were introduced in Sessions 8 –10, D.A. showed intact TP per-
formance at immediate (Sessions 8 –10) and 1 h tests (Session
10) for the Shapes-Unitized condition, whereas K.C. and
R.F.R. did not show improvements in performance. Although
the number of sessions was not identical across patients, K.C.
and R.F.R. nonetheless had repeated testing on TP, including
multiple unitization training sessions (K.C.: three standard
and three unitized sessions; R.F.R.: one standard and three
unitized sessions). Nevertheless, K.C. and R.F.R. were not able
to achieve a similar level of performance to that of D.A., who
showed spontaneous gains within three standard sessions of
TP and within two unitized sessions (Shapes). Findings from
Quamme et al. (2007) revealed similar variation in the perfor-
mance of amnesic patients under unitization. Although the
amnesic group did not perform like controls on an associative
recognition task under unitization encoding instructions, one
amnesic person (R.M.) may have performed within the con-
trol range (although this was not explicitly discussed).

We propose that unitization as a compensatory mechanism
requires visual imagery of multiple items that are fused or other-
wise integrated. This fused, multi-item perceptual image is an-
chored to existing perceptual and/or conceptual representations
in semantic memory through extended on-line maintenance.
While research has argued for a role for the hippocampus in
maintaining relational information on-line over even brief delays

(Olson et al., 2006), research with nonhuman animals demon-
strates that, in the face of hippocampal damage, simple relations
may be maintained over brief delays via the prefrontal cortex
(Winocur, 1992). Such results are consistent with neuroimaging
findings showing a particular role for the prefrontal cortex in
relational processing and integration (Wendelken and Bunge,
2010; Blumenfeld et al., 2011; Knowlton et al., 2012). Thus, sim-
ple relations may be maintained independent of the hippocam-
pus, whereas with increasing visual complexity and number of
relations, both the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus are likely
needed to maintain the full range of information in an activated
state within an on-line representation (for review, see Olsen et al.,
2012).

Given that in TP, there were extended training procedures to
learn a limited number of relations (three within each stimulus
condition), the unitized image could likely be maintained in an
active state independent of the hippocampus (Wickelgren, 1968).
Maintaining the unitized image on-line during training may be
critical for the establishment and continued strengthening of the
unitized representation within semantic memory so that it is ul-
timately available for use following an extended delay. The unit-
ized representation may then be retrieved and queried for the
relations that are contained therein.

A critical question remains regarding which neural systems
support unitization. The PRC, which may have been consid-
ered the most likely candidate for unitization (Barense et al.,
2007; Bussey and Saksida, 2005, 2007; Henke, 2010), is almost
completely damaged in all patients, including D.A. Damage to
the PRC may explain why D.A. required fewer sessions to
achieve at-ceiling or near-ceiling performance under unitiza-
tion training for the Shapes compared with the Abstract Ob-
jects condition (Session 10 vs 12). Both conditions forced D.A.
to unitize the stimuli; the only difference was in the type of
stimuli presented (known vs unknown objects). It is possible
that the PRC would be particularly engaged when unitization
is invoked for novel objects, but not for objects for which
representations already exist in memory (Barense et al., 2010).
However, the present results suggest that unitization can oc-
cur for novel objects that are overtly named and repeatedly
linked to the same set of pre-existing representations in se-
mantic memory, thereby bypassing a damaged PRC, as evi-
denced by D.A.’s eventual successful performance on the
Abstract-Unitized condition in Sessions 12 and 13.

Regions that are spared in D.A. but damaged in K.C. include
left ACC, ventral frontal cortex, and occipital cortex, and bilateral
precuneus and dorsal frontal cortex. The left anterior temporal
lobe was damaged in both K.C. and R.F.R., but not in D.A. Al-
though speculative, functional interactions among some or all of
these regions may promote unitization. The retrieval of existing
(semantic) representations may be mediated by left anterior tem-
poral lobe and ACC/ventrolateral frontal cortex interactions
(Frankland et al., 2004; Noppeney et al., 2007). The creation of a
fused image from these representations may be supported by
posterior visual cortices and the precuneus (O’Craven and Kan-
wisher, 2000; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006), and subsequently
maintained on-line by a network of prefrontal regions (Mosco-
vitch and Winocur, 2002; Badre et al., 2010). The ACC may grad-
ually reorganize the corticocortical connections to strengthen the
fused representation in memory (Frankland and Bontempi,
2005). R.F.R.’s extensive bilateral anterior temporal lobe damage
may have disrupted access to semantic representations (indeed,
he has shown mild conceptual knowledge impairments; Barense
et al., 2012), and damage to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in K.C.
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may have disrupted the on-line maintenance of relations during
unitization.

Visual imagery, on-line maintenance, and access to seman-
tic memory may each be critical factors in determining
whether a patient benefits from unitization. Semantic memory
is comparable to that of controls for D.A. (Westmacott and
Moscovitch, 2002) and K.C. (Tulving et al., 1991; Westmacott
and Moscovitch, 2001), and is mildly impaired in R.F.R. (Ba-
rense et al., 2012). D.A.’s and K.C.’s visual imagery is similar to
that of controls (Rosenbaum et al., 2004); R.F.R.’s visual im-
agery has not been tested. D.A. has exhibited a high working
memory capacity (Rosenbaum et al., 2008); R.F.R. is within
the normal range, whereas K.C.’s working memory capacity is
lower, although in the normal range. Differences in working
memory/on-line maintenance may set apart the performance
of D.A. from those of K.C. and R.F.R. The present work
stresses the importance of selecting or tailoring memory reha-
bilitation strategies to the unique pattern of impaired/spared
abilities that have been identified for each patient. Here, find-
ings from D.A. indicate that, in certain cases of amnesia, mem-
ory performance may be mediated in the absence of a
functioning hippocampus through unitization.
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